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The doily radon volume activity (VA) in typical flats, situated on the l-st - 4 floors of

brick and concrete houses as well in basements was investigated

The exploration were carried out in two independent ways: by the device of "Alpha-

Guard PQ 2000M" and semiconductor spectrometer of aerosol "Raton". Exposition dose

power (EDP) of yradlatlon was controlled by Gamma-TRAGER, dosimeter.

The measurements were carried out in all rooms in bedrooms, living rooms, kitchens,

toilets and hi basements Toilets, bathrooms, living rooms and basements were specified by

low ventikitlon (k=0,08-0,12), the kitchen - with moderate ventilation (k=O,2S-O,1O), and

bedrooms - by maximum ventilation for the given type of the flats (k=O,40-45).

In all cases two peaks of abnormally high VA of radon were distinctly observed in the

morning and in the evening in kitchen which is connected with constant use of gas burners In

average, the excess of VA level of radon compared with the daytime, when the gas burners

don't work comprises 2,7-3 times The analogous behaviour of VA radon was observed in

living rooms, where the air exchange with outdoors atmosphere is small because of "buffer

zone" - the balcony, the peaks are less noticeable and more dispersed in time Nevertheless,

the use of gas burners in the kitchen in working regime leads to excess of VA level of radon

in living rooms by 2 times. A noticeable influence of natural gas is connected with: l-st, gas

region is situated on the country's territory characterized by increased radionuclide content,

and, 2-nd, the distance from the source to the consumer is from >;veral dozens kilometers up

to several hundred kilometers and radon is not able to decay

The excessive VA value of radon is observed in bathrooms and in toilets In bathrooms

the radon VA is approximately twice as much, than in bedrooms or in living rooms The high

value radon in toilet can be explained by a high ratio of general area of wall and floors to the

volume of room S^V, so the emanation from constructive and finishing materials per unit of

the volume in small rooms is much higher than in large rooms; y-background was in the range

of 120-210 nZv/h in ali points of measurement

For the separation of the contribution of giound radon and the contribution of emanation

from waJls under stationary condition, the flow density of radon was investigated The

measurements were carried in the control points around living building of a living block, built

by the houses of the same type and characterized by absence of cracks of the crust. The time

of exposition at each point is more than 3 hours The conducted measurements with
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calculation showed that contribution of the ground radon and contribution of emanation from

materials of the buildings to VA of radon in the rooms of 1-st floor was related for given

block as 4,5:1. It can be seen the relative contribution of ground radon is considerable

The basic reasons of excessive VA of radon isotopes in the rooms of the 2-3 floors and

upper floors (the height > 6m from the earth level) are excessive concentration of I38U and
?32Th in constructive and finishing materials, arrival from the water and gas and bad

ventilation. In particular for the typical premises of laboratory type with area of 36-72 m2

(h-3,3m, Ss/V=l,0-1,2) with linolium cover and big area of glazing of outside walls, by the

absence of noticeable use of gas and water VA of radon at normal ventilation (k>0,2) is less

than!2Bk/m3.
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